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ABOUT THE EVENT

The  Digital Publishing Symposium  brings together researchers 

and industry practitioners to discuss the major ideas and themes 

that define contemporary digital  communications. The day wil l  

feature five panels—on Tastemaking ,  Popular Culture ,  

Multimedia ,  Creative Writing ,  and Activism—addressing a series 

of related questions on the impact of the digital  publishing 

environment on creative work. 

 

Questions asked across the day wil l  include: Who are the 

gatekeepers in the digital  publishing landscape? Have 

algorithmically based editorial  decisions paved the way for more 

egalitarian publishing spaces? Are the traditional barriers to access 

evident on digital  platforms, or,  do these platforms facil itate more 

diverse participation? Has podcasting, as a ‘grassroots’ digital  

publishing innovation, provided greater opportunities to discuss 

and broadcast ideas? How do digital  publishing platforms connect 

fans with producers, and change the way we write about culture? 

How has the digital  publishing environment popularised transmedia 

narratives? In an increasingly connected media environment, how 

have the media practices of other countries, industries, and 

cultures influenced production practices in Australia? And what is 

the emotional toll  of the unprecedented opportunities for 

connection and constant interaction offered by digital  publishing? 

 

The symposium wil l  also see the launch of the Publishing Scholars 

Network ,  a group of researchers of contemporary publishing culture 

based in the School of Culture and Communication at the University 

of Melbourne. 

 

The Digital  Publishing Symposium was funded by the Research 

Theme Development Grant from the School of Culture and 

Communication at the University of Melbourne. 
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ABOUT 

THE ORGANISERS
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Dr Beth Driscoll  @Beth_Driscoll 

Beth Driscoll  is Senior Lecturer in Publishing and 

Communications program at the University of 

Melbourne. Her research on the publishing industry and 

contemporary l iterary culture includes The New Literary 

Middlebrow: Tastemakers and Reading in the Twenty- 

First Century (Palgrave Macmillan, 2014)  and articles in 

Memoires du Livre/Studies in Book Culture, Continuum, 

the European Journal of Cultural Studies and the Journal 

of Popular Culture. Her current research includes the 

Australian Research Council  Discovery Project,  “New 

Tastemakers and Australia’s Post-Digital  Literary 

Culture”,  as well  as a forthcoming short monograph on 

bestsellers and the Frankfurt Book Fair to be co- 

authored with Claire Squires. 

 

Dr Alexandra Dane @AlexDane_ 

Alexandra Dane researches contemporary book cultures, 

focussing on the relationship between gender,  l iterary 

consecration and the influence of formal and informal 

l iterary networks.  

 

Claire Parnell @cparnell_c 

Claire is a PhD candidate at the University of Melbourne, 

researching access and inclusion in the digital  

publishing ecosystem. She is a research assistant on 

the ARC Discovery project “Genre Worlds: Australian 

Popular Fiction in the 21st Century” and has an article 

forthcoming in Australian Literary Studies.   



PROGRAM

9:15-9:30 Welcome  

Alexandra Dane and Claire Parnell

9:30-10:30 Tastemaking and Digital Publishing  

Giselle Au-Nhien Nguyen, Rudi Bremer, Sybil  

Nolan, Yen-Rong Wong 

Mod: Mil l ie Weber

10:30-11:30 Morning Tea

11:30-12:30 Popular Culture and Digital Publishing  

Al ison Evans, Kate Cuthbert,  Brodie Lancaster 

Mod: Finn Morgan 

12:30-1:30 Lunch

1:30-2:30 Multimedia and Digital Publishing  

LJ Maher,  Radha O'Meara, Emele Ugavule, Mil l ie 

Weber 

Mod: Jocelyn Hargrave

2:40-3:40 Creative Writing and Digital Publishing  
Eloise Faichney, Magan Magan, Jodi McAlister 
Mod: Michelle Goldsmith

3:40-4:10 Afternoon Tea  

4:10-5:10 Activism and Digital Publishing  

Roj Amedi,  Jen Beckett,  Jax Jacki Brown, 

Daniella Trimboli  

Mod: LJ Maher

5:10-5:30 Close  

Beth Driscoll

5:30- Drinks
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PANELLISTS
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Rudi Bremer @Rudi_Bee  

Rudi has been a radio broadcaster since 2012 .  Having honed 

her skil ls at community radio,  Rudi initial ly joined the ABC as a 

master control technician before returning to her producer 

roots in 2017 .  She has a unique perspective on how the ABC 

works — from chasing interviews to switching satell ites. 

As the producer of RN Awaye! Rudi relishes the opportunity to 

share her love of performing arts, l iterature and Indigenous 

languages — like her own, Gamilaraay, from Kamilaroi country.  

When she’s not in the studio Rudi enjoys hiking through the 

Royal National Park and going to dance classes. And despite 

knowing it makes her sound l ike a cartoon vil lain,  Rudi dreams 

of one day owning either a pet saltwater crocodile or a 

hedgehog. 

 

Dr Sybil Nolan @sybilthefirst  

Dr Sybil  Nolan researches the publishing industry and 

contemporary book history.  She worked in book publishing 

before becoming a Lecturer in Publishing and Communications 

at the University of Melbourne. She is currently a Chief 

Investigator on the ARC Discovery Project DP170103192  New 

Tastemakers and Australia’s Post-Digital  Literary Culture. 

Tastemaking and Digital Publishing 

9:30-10:30am 
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Giselle Au-Nhien Nguyen  

Giselle Au-Nhien Nguyen is a Melbourne-based Vietnamese- 

Australian writer,  editor and bookseller,  and the Marketing & 

Communications Manager for the Feminist Writers Festival.  

She is one of the inaugural recipients of The Wheeler Centre’s 

The Next Chapter grant.  Giselle wrote a fortnightly column for 

Daily Life from 2015  to 2017 ,  and a monthly fiction column for 

Scum throughout 2017 .  Her work has been featured in 

publications including Meanjin,  The Saturday Paper,  Ki l l  Your 

Darl ings, SBS Life,  Rookie and frankie,  and she had an essay 

included in the 2016  feminist anthology Doing It:  Women Tell  

the Truth About Great Sex. Giselle has spoken at festivals and 

events including Melbourne Writers Festival,  Emerging 

Writers' Festival,  Digital  Writers' Festival,  National Young 

Writers' Festival,  Women of Letters, Cherchez La Femme and 

Face the Music, and appeared on podcasts and programs 

including The Rereaders and triple j 's Hack Live. She has also 

self-published a number of zines, and volunteers at Sticky 

Institute. 

 

Yen-Rong Wong @inexorablist  

Yen-Rong is a Brisbane-based writer of non fiction, and the 

founding editor of Pencil led In,  a magazine devoted to 

publishing and championing the work of Asian Australian 

writers and artists. She was shortl isted for the Deborah Cass 

Prize in 2017 ,  and for the Queensland Premier’s Young 

Publishers and Writers Award in 2018 .  She wil l  be a writer-in- 

residence at the Katharine Susannah Prichard Writers Centre 

in 2019 .  Her work has appeared in many print and online 

publications, including The Guardian, SBS, Meanjin,  and 

Overland. 

 

 

Tastemaking and Digital Publishing cont. 

9:30-10:30am 

 



One of the time-honoured traditions of industry events is the 
business card raffle: place your business card in the 
receptacle, and if it is drawn out in the raffle, you win a prize! 
 
In the spirit of using creative methods to think through 
industry challenges, let’s play that game with a twist. Dream 
up a future business card, imagining the name, title and 
organisational affiliation someone might have in 2050. What 
will digital publishing look like then? Using the provided 
textas and blank cards, draw an entirely made-up and 
hypothetical 2050 business card (amateurish design is 
good) and place it in the bowl. Enter as many times as you 
like. If one of your cards is drawn at the end of the day, then 
you will need to own up to your creation and claim your prize. 
 
Some ideas to get you started:

#DigiPubDay18  

Presenter on Digital Antiques Roadshow

2048 E-Olympic Gold Medallist

Artificial Landscaper: Creating 'natural' flora 

environments 

Troll Hunter: Like Buffy, but online

2050 BUSINESS CARDS
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Popular Culture and Digital Publishing 

11:30am-12:30pm 

 
Alison Evans @_budgie  

Al ison Evans is the award-winning author of the young adult 

book Ida. They have two books coming out next year,  Highway 

Bodies, a YA book about zombies, and Kindred, an anthology 

featuring the work of queer Australian writers. You can find 

them on twitter as @_budgie.   

 

Kate Cuthbert @katydidinoz  

Kate Cuthbert is the Program Manager at Writers Victoria.  

Previously,  she worked for more than a decade in trade 

publishing, notably initiating the Escape Publishing imprint of 

Harlequin Australia,  and serving as its Managing Editor for 

almost seven years. She is also an award-winning book 

reviewer and critic,  and is currently pursuing a PhD examining 

rural  settings in Australian popular fiction.   

 

Brodie Lancaster @brodielancaster  

Brodie Lancaster is an author,  editor and culture critic.  Her 

work has appeared in publications including Roll ing Stone, 

Pitchfork, Rookie, The Saturday Paper,  Vulture and The Big 

Issue. Her book, a pop culture memoir called No Way! Okay, 

Fine, was published by Hachette in 2017 .  

 

Finnuala Morgan  

Fiannuala Morgan is an inter-disciplinary researcher and 

l ibrarian who currently works in the School of Culture and 

Communications and the School of Social  and Political 

Sciences at the University of Melbourne.  She recently 

completed her Masters on the subject of the genre fiction of 

Wiradjuri  author Anita Heiss. Her work has been published in 

the journals PAN: Philosophy, Activism and Nature and NEW: 

Emerging scholars in Australian Indigenous Studies. 
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Multimedia and Digital Publishing 

1:30-2:30pm 

 
Dr LJ Maher @littleread  

Dr LJ Maher teaches in the School of Culture and 

Communication at the University of Melbourne. She was 

awarded a PhD by Monash University in 2016  for “99  

Problems; An Exploration of Writerly Ontologies in Transmedial 

Life-Writing.” She examined transmedial l ife-writing by 

musicians focusing on their explorations of self and otherness 

in relation to their creative output and their relationships with 

their audiences. She has previously taught l iterature at both 

Monash and Deakin Universities, lecturing across supernatural 

l iterature, children’s and YA l iterature, genre studies, 

narratology and adaptation studies. 

 

Dr Radha O'Meara  

Dr Radha O’Meara is lecturer in screenwriting in the School of 

Culture and Communication at the University of Melbourne. Dr 

O’Meara combines creative practice in screenwriting with 

research into screen cultures, screen industries and screen 

aesthetics. Her research focuses on serial  narrative in 

contemporary fi lm and television. 

 

Emele Ugavule @EmeleUgavule  

Emele is a Tokelauan (Te Kaiga o Fagatiale,  Nukunonu, Te Kaiga 

o Koloi,  Uea) Fi j ian (Kaideuba, Navua) woman & multi-  

disciplinary storyteller working across l ive performance as an 

actor,  writer,  director & producer.  Her work is intercultural,  

incorporating fi lm & l ive music Emele centres the development 

of trans-indigenous collaborative processes. Syncretic in 

nature, Emele unpacks the evolving relationship between 

herself,  her community & her multiple homes - geographical,  

emotional & ancestral.  

She is a graduate of the Western Australian Academy 

of Performing Arts & the National Institute of Dramatic Art.    
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Multimedia and Digital Publishing cont. 

1:30-2:30pm 

 
She has performed l ive with Solange Knowles & the 

Chinati  Foundation, Next Wave, Mangere Arts Centre - Nga 

Tohu o Uenuku, The Joan, Griffin Theatre Company, Belvoir St 

and at Black Girl  Magic,  Yirramboi Festival,  Transoceanic 

Visual Exchange. She has also worked in fi lm and television, 

featuring in ABC and Playmaker Media's series, The Code. 

Emele has directed performances at Q Theatre, Festival 

Fatale,  Oceania Rising (Casula Powerhouse),  Bondi Feast & 

Next Wave. She is currently artist in residence at Lost in 

Books & a recipient of Create NSW's 2019  Creative 

Development Fellowship (Theatre).  Emele is the Creative 

Director of Talanoa, Associate Producer of Q Theatre & Co- 

Founder of Black Birds. 

 

Dr Millie Weber @Millicent_Weber  

Mil l icent Weber is a Lecturer in English at the Australian 

National University.  She researches the intersections 

between l ive and digital  l iterary culture, and is the author of 

Literary Festivals and Contemporary Book Culture, published 

by Palgrave Macmillan in 2018 .  

 

Dr Jocelyn Hargrave @JocHargrave  

Jocelyn Hargrave is a Teaching Associate at the University of 

Melbourne and researches book production in colonial  

Australia.  Jocelyn has published eight articles from her 

Masters and PhD research since 2012  in such peer-reviewed 

international journals as Publishing Research Quarterly,  

Journal of Scholarly Publishing and Script & Print.  She is also 

Reviews Editor for the Australasian Journal of Victorian 

Studies and a general council  member of the Bibliographical 

Society of Australia and New Zealand. Jocelyn has also worked 

in educational publishing for twenty-one years, nineteen as an 

editor.  
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Creative Writing and Digital Publishing 

2:40-3:40pm 

 
Eloise Faichney @EloiseFaichney  

Eloise Faichney is an emerging writer and editor from 

Melbourne. She is currently completing a PhD in Creative 

Writing at Monash University,  researching gaps and silences in 

women's l ife narratives. She is the Creative Writing Editor of 

Colloquy: Text,  Theory, Critique, Monash University’s 

postgraduate journal.  Her work has been published in the 

Medical Journal of Australia,  Bukker Ti l l ibul,  Backstory journal 

and others. 

 

Magan Magan @maganmagan9  

Magan Magan is a writer and poet. He has read his work at the 

National Gallery of Victoria,  the National Young Writers 

Festival,  the Emerging Writers Festival,  and La Mamma 

Poetica. 

 

Dr Jodi McAlister @JodiMcA  

Jodi McAlister is a Lecturer in Writing and Literature at Deakin 

University in Melbourne. Her research interests include 

representations of romantic love in popular culture, and the 

operations of the popular fiction industry.  Her academic work 

has been published in journals including Continuum, 

Sexualities, and TEXT, as well  as in numerous scholarly edited 

collections. She is also an author of fiction, and her young 

adult novels Valentine (2017),  Ironheart (2018),  and Misrule 

(2019)  are published by Penguin Teen Australia.    

 

Michelle Goldsmith @Vilutheril  

Michelle Goldsmith is an author and current PhD candidate in 

Creative Writing and Publishing at the University of 

Melbourne. Her research investigates both creative aspects 

of texts and their positioning within the wider l iterary field,  

with a particular focus on speculative fiction and other non- 

realist texts.   
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Creative Writing and Digital Publishing cont. 

2:40-3:40pm 

 
Michelle has previously completed a BSc and a Masters 

of Publishing and Communications, and has worked in books 

and publishing for over a decade. Her short fiction and 

academic papers have appeared in various publications within 

Australia and overseas, and she has been short-l isted for both 

the Aurealis Award and the Ditmar Award. 
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Activism and Digital Publishing 

4:10-5:10pm 

 
Jax Jacki Brown @JaxJackiBrown  

Jax Jacki Brown is a disabil ity and LGBTIQ rights activist,  

writer and educator.  She is a member of the Victorian 

Ministerial  Council  on Women's Equality,  the Victorian 

governments' LGBTI taskforce Health and Human Services 

Working Group and the Victorian Human Rights and Equal 

Opportunity Commission’s Disabil ity Reference Group. Jax is 

the co-producer of Quippings: Disabil ity Unleashed a disabil ity 

performance troupe, and she teaches in disabil ity at Victoria 

University.  Through her presentations at conferences and 

universities Jax provides a powerful insight into the reasons 

why society needs to change, rather than people with 

disabil ities.   

 

Dr Daniella Trimboli @djtrimboli  

Dr Daniella Trimboli  is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow in the 

Alfred Deakin Institute for Citizenship and Globalisation at 

Deakin University.  She was jointly-awarded her PhD in Cultural 

Studies in 2016  by The University of Melbourne and the 

University of British Columbia. Her dissertation analysed the 

intersection of everyday multiculturalism and digital  

storytell ing. Daniella has worked as a Research Fellow at the 

Research Unit in Public Cultures at The University of 

Melbourne and has taught in Cultural Studies and Australian 

Studies at The University of Melbourne and Flinders University 

respectively.  She is an Associate Editor of the Journal of 

Intercultural Studies. Daniella co-founded the online arts 

community ‘ I ’ l l  Be Your First Mate’ and is currently researching 

the role of digital  narratives for refugees and diasporic 

communities in the Transpacific.  
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Activism and Digital Publishing cont. 

4:10-5:10pm 

 

Roj Amedi @Roj_Ame  

Roj Amedi is a Senior Human Rights & Racial  Justice 

Campaigner at Colour Code and Get Up. 

 

Dr Jennifer Beckett @JenniferBeckett  

Jennifer Beckett is a Lecturer in Media Communications at the 

University of Melbourne. Her areas of research include social  

media,  online community management, moderation and below 

the l ine commentary, marketing communications, public and 

community engagement, and journalism practice. 




